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pc-dmis combines the measurement of a surface
with the measurement of a set of control points on

that surface. this allows a more meaningful
comparison of the features on a part, thereby

increasing the quality of the measurement. the
user can specify the type of control points that are
to be included. pc-dmis also offers an automatic

feature extraction technique that extracts
features for measurement and display of the
surface. new pc-dmis 4.3 metrology software

supports rotary tables and eliminates the
potential for costly probe crashes. wilcox

associates (north kingstown, ri), a hexagon
metrology company, announced pc-dmis v4.3,
which incorporates dozens of new or enhanced

features to extend cmm measurement and
reporting capabilities and improve programming

productivity. tect corp.'s enterprise metrology
system, established in several phases under the
direction of ray prosek, process control manager,
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includes four networked brown & sharpe cmms;
multiple data collection probes; pc-dmis c++
dimensional measurement software; pc-dmis

workstation for off-line programming using data
imported from cad; a datapage database used for

collecting and archiving all pc-dmis programs,
dimensional data, analyses and reports; datapage
rt real-time spc reporting software; pc-dmis blades

analysis and reporting software; bar coding
software and label printer; and a proprietary

software package to create airfoil surfaces from
point clouds captured by the laser probe. wilcox

pc-dmis is designed for use with its own probe and
software. it is easy to install and use. it is

designed to run on all pc platforms, including
windows, and supports legacy software like

microsoft office. it is also available as an as is
product, without any warranties. the probes are
easy to use, and with a little training, you can

start measuring within minutes. most users find
that pc-dmis is an excellent tool to increase
productivity. pc-dmis blades analysis and

reporting software is not compatible with any
other pc-dmis version.
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the probe is connected to the pc-dmis v4
workstation, which can be installed on a desk or
mounted on a cmm. the workstation is pc-based,
and runs on all versions of windows and includes

preloaded c++ and visual basic programming
tools. it is a tool for creating inspection plans and
measuring parts. the cmm-2 probe is an upgrade
from the cmm-1 probe. it is available as a stand-
alone package or as a part of a pc-dmis solution.

the cmm-2 has three times the measurement
accuracy of the previous version of the cmm, and
is designed to measure the full 3-d profile of the

surface of the part, not just the surface area of the
part. the cmm-2 probe is connected to the pc-

dmis v4 workstation, which can be installed on a
desk or mounted on a cmm. the workstation is pc-

based, and runs on all versions of windows and
includes preloaded c++ and visual basic

programming tools. it is a tool for creating
inspection plans and measuring parts. the new pc-
dmis software provides the ability to measure or
analyze a component in 2d or 3d using a selected

measurement strategy. this is accomplished
through a virtual tool on the computer screen that
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allows the user to select the component's
measurement plane from the available

measurement strategies. the measurement
systems are used on the shop floor by hourly

personnel to measure parts for the verification
and adjustment of tooling setups for the most

critical final forging operation. the appropriate pc-
dmis measurement program for the part is

selected from an archive of nearly 100 programs
by selecting part numbers from simple pull-down
menus. a picture of the part and its appropriate

orientation on a simple near position holding
fixture is flashed on the screen. 5ec8ef588b
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